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Invitation

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we are delighted to invite you to the “Experts Meet 
on Neurology & Neurosurgery”  which will be held in April 20-21, 2020, Paris, France. 

We are gathering a world-class panel of expert speakers to address you from both, in-
ternational and regional communities. This congress will provide you with a platform to 
share experiences and discuss breakthroughs in various specialist fields and a necessary 
criterion to successfully assess &amp; expand your own practices. We have included key-
note lectures, round table discussions, video sessions and abstract sessions covering a 
wide array of topics for you to be introduced to the latest technologies and techniques in 
the field of Neurology.  

Neurology 2020 will also have several live surgical workshops and from the wide array 
of presentations submitted to us by the research committee, the scientific committee will 
choose the best ones to be presented during the congress and the best presentations will 
be recognized and awarded.    

We have kept the registration fee at affordable rates to encourage the participation of 
young upcoming practitioners and scientists. The congress venue is conveniently located 
in the center of the city, close to the airport, metro stations, and shopping destinations. 
We are confident that this Congress will exceed your expectations, offering an exciting 
scientific event as well as an enjoyable social and cultural experience.    

Interaction between speakers and the audience will once again be a key feature of the 
meeting, with open discussions aimed at better understanding the disease processes and 
available therapeutic options.  

  We would be very grateful if you could make suggestions on emerging topics in order to 
do provide the best service.  

  Your presence and participation will, as always, be the key in our work.  

  We look forward to meeting you all in Paris, France.

Regards,
Program Director
Neurology 2020



Neurology Congress 2020 is a global forum that provides the advanced research and develop-
ments in understanding the mechanisms, assessment, prevention and treatment of Neurology 
and Neurosurgery. This meeting is an excellent opportunity to network and strengthen scien-
tific collaboration. We hope you will join us in this unique opportunity to meet researchers, 
surgeons, clinicians, and others from a wide range of disciplines, countries and backgrounds, 
disseminating and learning about the latest developments in the field of Neurology.

Aver Conferences proudly organizing its first edition of conferences and focusing on Science, 
Medicine, Healthcare, Engineering, and Pharmacy. Aver Conferences invites all the partici-
pants all over the world to attend the meetings, workshops, and conferences.
Aver Conferences provides a unique platform for professionals, researchers and students, uni-
versities, hospitals, research institutions, industries and companies, building an opportunity 
and networking.

Aver Conferences committed to provide world-class experience in organizing conferences and 
events in all fields.

About 
Conference



Who Can Attend

Academic Business

• B2B Marketing
• Manufacturing Companies
• Biomedical Industries
• Industrial Professionals
• Entrepreneurs
• Business People
• Pharmaceutical Companies
• Exhibitors
• Sponsors
• Media Partners & 
• Collaborations

• Neurology Associations and 
Societies
• Pharmaceutical Companies 
and Industries
• Neurologists and Neurosur-
geons
• Universities & Institutes
• Researchers
• Students
• Delegates
• Young Research Scholars

• Educational & Job opportunities

• Networking With Academic & Business people

• Discuss the latest research in the field

• Improve your presentation and communication skills

• Participate in debates & Share your ideas

• Get an international exposure

• Learn different cultures

• Meet Experts & Influencers Face to Face

Why Attend



Highlights

• Neurology

• Neuroscience

• Neurosurgery

• Central Nervous System

• Neuro-Oncology

• Neuropathic Pain

• Neuropathology

• Cannabis Advantages in Neurology

• Women’s Neurology

• Neuroanasthesia

• Brain Tumor

• Neuropsychiatry

• Pediatric Neurology

• Cerebrovascular Disorder

• Neurological Diagnosis

• Neurological disorder

• Neuroimmunology

• Spine Surgery

• Case Reports on Neurology & Neuro-

surgery

• Neurocardiology & Stroke

• Neuropharmacology

• Neuroradiology

• Neuro Physiotherapy

• Applications in Neurology and Neuro  

surgery







City Attractions

The capital city of France, Paris has endured as an important city for more than 2,000 years. 
Often called by nicknames like the “city of love” and “city of lights,” Paris is today one of the 
world’s leading centres for business, fashion, entertainment, art and culture. One of the most 
beautiful cities in the world. Home to historical monuments such as Notre Dame, the Eiffel 
tower (320m), Bastille, Louvre and many more. Much of the city was re-designed by Hauss-
mann in the 19th century.

The river Seine divides the city into the Rive Gauche on the south and the Rive Droite on the 
north banks of the river. The river is still very busy with commercial barges transporting 
cargo in and out, there is also much. The historical name for the city is Parisii by the Gauls, 
however, the Romans arrived in 52 B.C. and changed the name to Lutetia.

As the capital of France, Paris transport system is clean, efficient and most importantly cheap. 
Other parts of the country are accessible from Paris in only a few hours, which makes for a 
large choice of day trips should you feel the need to escape the city.

One of the fun facts about Paris is that area of Montparnasse in Paris is named after Mount 
Parnassus from Greek mythology. Parnassus is where the Muses lived and for this reason 
was associated with many of the arts such as poetry and music, and learning. The many lit-
erature students who recited poetry in the streets on Montparnasse adopted the name, “(le) 
Mont Parnasse”.

https://neurology.averconferences.com/venue-hospitality/



Program

PROGRAM TIME PROGRAM SESSION
08:30 – 09:00 REGISTRATIONS
09:00 – 10:45 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
10:45 – 11:05 NETWORKING aAND 

REFRESHMENTS BREAK
11:05 – 13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
13:00 – 13:40 LUNCH BREAK
13:40 – 15:40 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
15:40 – 16:00 BREAK AND NETWORKING
16:00 – 17:00 POSTER PRESENTATIONS
17:00 – 17:30 CLOSING CEREMONY

PROGRAM TIME PROGRAM SESSION
08:30 – 09:00 REGISTRATIONS
09:00 – 10:45 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
10:45 – 11:05 NETWORKING AND 

REFRESHMENTS BREAK
11:05 – 13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
13:00 – 13:40 LUNCH BREAK
13:40 – 15:40 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS
15:40 – 16:00 EVENING BREAK AND NETWORKING
16:00 – 17:00 POSTER PRESENTATIONS
17:00 – 17:30 CLOSING CEREMONY

DAY-1: April 20 Monday 2020

DAY-2: April 21 Tuesday 2020



Guidelines

Speaker Poster

Oral presenters will be allocat-
ed 20 minutes for their presen-
tation and 5 minutes for  ques-
tions and answers.

20 slides are optimal, allowing 
1 minute per slide.

Speakers must bring their slides 
on a portable drive to the Con-
ference hall so slides can be up-
loaded to the 
presentation computer.

A poster session is a graphic 
presentation of an author’s re-
search. 

The poster size is 1M*1M.

Poster material should be well 
labeled and legible from a dis-
tance of 10 to 15 feet.

The title should be the same as 
the title submitted with the ab-
stract and appear in boldface at 
the top. 

Important Dates:
Abstract Submission Opens: June 12, 2019 
Registration Opens: June 12, 2019
Registration Closes: April 20, 2020



Registration
Category Presentation Prices

Academic

Oral $735
Poster $639
Student $319
Delegate $799
Video $349
E-Poster $149
Young Reseacher $449

Business

Oral $799
Delegate $840
Exhibitor $1299

Accommodtion

Accompanying 
person

$299

2 - Nights $420
3 - Nights $620

https://neurology.averconferences.com/registration/



T h a n k  Yo u

Regards,
Program Director
Neurology Congress 2020
neurology@averconferences.com

https://neurology.averconferences.com/


